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Budapest-Capital Primary and Secondary Hospital School is
80 years old
Budapest-Capital Primary and Secondary Hospital School, educating children while receiving long-term
hospital treatment, celebrated its 80th anniversary of its existence, and was given a certificate of merit by
the North-Budapest School district .After greeting the guests started the event with a concert given by the
students of the school entertaining the audience with pieces composed in different genres for the occasion.
Katalin

Novák,

Minister

of

State

for

Family

and

Youth

Affairs

took

part

in

the

event.

Introduction
Our school is intended to educate children receiving long-term medical treatment. It was founded by Count
János Zichy in 1937.
Our stress releasing teaching-treating work prevents our students from falling behind with their studies
and also from having to repeat the school year. Ill chidren’s right for education must not be curtailed.
Since its foundation Budapest-Capital Hospital School aims to make the time spent by the children at
hospital beside treatments meaningful, and helps them bear the environment more easily. In addition to
providing good quality education to our students, we also release children’s anxiety, reduce harms caused
by hospitalization and primarily maintain our students’ active thinking. In 13 medical institutions we teach
our students individually. In each hospital there is a teacher teaching young children, one for humanities
and one for real subjects.

Our principles and aims
Pedagogical principles:




Education tailored to the patients’ state
To help children get to know themselves and learn about their skills

Developing skills individually



Humanist values

Hospital schooling aims to prevent children receiving long-term hospital treatment from falling behind as much as it is
possible.
Our work is limited by our children’s condition, the frequency of medical treatments and the inconveniencies caused
by the treatments.



We aim to educate our students academically, morally and emotionally according to the values
defined by our school-eternal human values.




We aim to enable our students to continue their school studies.
We aim to help our students develop their personality, help them have enough discipline and be
strong-willed in learning and in every field of life.



Our aim is to help our students to become creative people who accept their limits and perform up to
the maximum of their skills.

Our education


Professionalism and quality work



Level tests



Exam preparation



Reduce hospitalization



Teaching cooperation and tolerance



Teaching self-discipline and endurance



Teaching active and creative lifestyle



Development of personality and teaching positive attitude



Palliative pedagogy

Quality Assurance
Our quality policy enables us as a unique institution to do high quality work in spite of our difficulties given
from our special situation.
We regard catching-up and empathy our priorities. We aim to catch up our students struggling with learning
difficulties, which we carry out efficiently by releasing the students’ tension and during our teachingtreating work.
We consider it important to treat our students carefully teaching them with love and empathy.
The requirements we impose on ourselves are: being well-prepared, reliable, flexible, careful and
empathetic.
Our perspectives: Being aware that educating ill children needs responsibility we do everything than we
can to work under the best circumstances with the best teachers professionally. We try to give over the
knowledge and experience our present staff have gathered to the next generation of teachers.

